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Cambridge, MD, June 30, 2014—Cambridge Engineered Solutions, announced today its 
“No broken Glass:  No Broken Promises” campaign.  Targeting the glass manufacturing industry 
that traditionally halts production globally twice a year to replace worn conveyor belts used 
in lehr chambers, Cambridge guarantees to ship metal mats 
(belts) when promised or provide the product for free.  No Broken 
Glass/Promises runs from July 1 through December 31, 2014. 

“We learned that many glass manufacturers who look to replace 
lehr conveyor belts twice a year often can’t get the belt they need 
when they need it,” said Tracy Tyler, Cambridge President and 
CEO.  “We are confident that our global service network and 
deep experience making specialty conveyor belts for glass anneal-
ing ensures we can deliver on our guarantee to ship when we promise or it’s free.  Faster 
shipping times lead to higher productivity.”      …….continued on page 2 

 

 

 

Coubourg, Ontario, June 17, 2014—Lorenz Conveying Products, announced today that Canadian Busi-
ness and PROFIT ranked them at #485 on the 26th annual PROFIT 500, the definitive ranking of Canada’s 
Fastest-Growing Companies.  Published in the July issue of Canadian Business and online at PROFIT-
guide.com, the PROFIT 500 ranks Canadian businesses by their revenue growth over five years.  This is 
Lorenz’s first time making this exclusive list! 

Lorenz Conveying Products made the 2014 PROFIT 500 list with five-year revenue growth of over 53%!   

“The members of the PROFIT 500 are the elite of the country’s entrepreneurial community,” says James Cowan, Editor-in-
Chief of Canadian Business and PROFIT.  “Their stories are lessons in business strategy, innovation, management excellence 
and sheer tenacity.”   

“All of us at Lorenz are extremely proud to be on the PROFIT 500 ranking this year and we hope to ………….continue page 3 
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The No Broken Glass campaign was created after Ardagh Glass (Irvine, UK), a leading manufacturer of containers for the bever-
age industry, learned that Cambridge could deliver replacement conveyor belts faster than their local supplier.  Cambridge’s 
ability to replace Ardagh’s mats more quickly than their previous vendor demonstrated the value of faster delivery times, re-
duced glass breakage and plant productivity. 

“With  more than 20 years of proven success, DiaCrimp® is the preferred belt of annealing systems.     

Because of its ability to prevent lateral shifting and belt vibrations,” said Melissa Lewis, Interna-
tional Business Development Sales Manager.  “DiaCrimp® significantly reduces product breakage 
and down time.” 

Cambridge is harnessing its growing global network to guarantee fastest international shipping 
times.  The company has three manufacturing facilities and a network of agents in more than 30 
countries spanning Latin America, Asia, Europe and the Mid-East, including some with ware-
houses and product in China and Southeast Asia. 

According to Nicole Evans, Global Brand Manager, Cambridge’s “guaranteed or it’s free” cam-
paign demonstrates the company’s commitment to customer productivity.  “In solving one cus-
tomer’s request for faster shipping, we learned this was a problem faced by manufacturers the world 
over and mobilized our team to address that need during seasonal belt replacement.” 

To learn more about the guaranteed shipping date or Cambridge Engineered Solutions’ line of products for glass anneal-
ing, contact info@cambridge-es.com or visit www.cambridge-es.com. 
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Tupelo, MS—Syntron Material Handling, is pleased to announce the appointment of Mr. 
Andy Blanchard as the Company’s new CEO effective June 9, 2014.  This announcement, after 
the divestment of FMC Technologies Material Handling division to Levine Leichtman Capital 
Partners, allows for more focused growth and development within our United States and China 
facilities. 

FMC Technologies established its Material Handling division as a profitable global solutions 
business, within many bulk material handling industries, by providing quality brands such as 
Link-Belt and Syntron.  Mr. Blanchard has over 27 years’ experience within the manufacturing 
community as a growth-oriented executive who transforms small to mid-sized manufacturing 
companies into thriving businesses by implementing vision and strategy, leading LEAN turnarounds, growing sales, and 
restoring employee engagement.  Andy is very eager to take Syntron Material Handling to a level of legacy you have come to 
expect with Link-Belt and Syntron products but with an added emphasis on market growth and continued product develop-
ment. 

Andy holds a BS in Engineering from the United States Military Academy- West Point, an MS in Systems Manage-
ment from the University of Southern California, and an MBA from Michigan State University.  He served in the 
United States Army where he achieved the rank of Captain and lived in Germany for four years. We are certain you 
will find Andy very prepared and determined to lead Syntron Material Handling as we continue to supply the qual-
ity products you have come to rely on and trust for all your material handling needs.     

"I welcome the opportunity to join with the seasoned professionals at Syntron Material Handling to create and implement a 
customer focused growth strategy." Andy Blanchard. 

 SYNTRON ANNOUNCES NEW CEO! 

www.syntronmh.com 

Metal mats (belts) 

http://www.syntronmh.com
http://www.cambridge-es.com
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Kalamazoo, MI, July 1, 2014 —PRAB, Inc.,  a global manufac-

turer of chip and fluid processing equipment, has just released 
the latest in chip systems technology, the full-scale modular chip 
processing system. This innovative design in large scale chip 
processing dramatically reduces installation time, provides all-
inclusive processing of chips; from volume reduction, to metal 
and fluid separation, to fluid collection, and to weighing and load
-out of scrap. The PRAB engineered modular chip processing 
system allows large-scale tiered suppliers and OEM’s to implement a complete chip processing system in a matter of weeks, 
increasing return on investment and capitalizing on efficiently filled scrap containers with dry chips.  “The trend for large 
scale parts suppliers and OEM’s in automotive, aerospace, and heavy industrial equipment manufacturing is regional, modu-
lar, and mobile. Industrial manufacturing has made a shift from large, single point manufacturing and assembly plants that 
provided inventory globally to a regional hub and spoke type structure. As a result, PRAB engineers have worked in partner-
ship with several large scale parts suppliers and OEM’s to design and develop this comprehensive chip processing system. The 
modules within the system are all assembled, pre-wired and programmed for fast, efficient installation and mobilization to other 
facilities if needed. These systems allow our customers to have the exact chip processing system that meets the needs of 
their facility while capitalizing on the latest technology and automation,” explains Ron Chapman, National 
Systems Sales Manager for PRAB, Inc. 
 
A typical modular chip processing system from PRAB willinclude four sections; each containing cascading sequential operations 
to achieve separation, volume reduction, fluid collection and recovery, and dry scrap loadout for resale or reuse. 

 Module 1—Scrap Metal Separation and Process  

 Module 2—Fluid Separation and Collection 

 Module 3—Weighed Dry Scrap Transfer 

 Module 4—Drag conveyor Load-Out 
 
All PRAB engineering chip processing and fluid recovery systems are engineered to the exact needs, specifications, and require-
ments of a given facility while offering the modular flexibility of easy installation and semi-mobility.   
For more information about PRAB modular chip processing systems, visit:  http://www.prab.com/chip-a-fluid-management/
modular-chip-processing-systems.html, call 800-968-7722, or e-mail sales@prab.com 
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rank even higher for the 2015 awards,” says President, Peter Lorenz.  “This achievement reflects the strength of our product 
and the dedication of our team.  It also reminds local companies that if they focus on providing quality products and excep-
tional service they can achieve anything!  We believe that Lorenz to be ranked as one of Canada’s Fastest Growing Companies 
is great for all of Northumberland!”     For more information about LORENZ Conveying, please contact Peter Lorenz at:  
905.373.2719 

www.lorenz.ca 

www.prab.com 

DRAMATICALLY CUTS INSTALL TIME & IMPROVES RETURN 

http://www.prab.com/chip-a-fluid-management/modular-chip-processing-systems.html
http://www.prab.com/chip-a-fluid-management/modular-chip-processing-systems.html
http://www.prab.com
http://www.lorenz.ca


 

 

 

 
 
 
Fort Smith, AR— Baldor Electric Company is proud to announce a new line of energy efficient electric motors.  The Large 
AC—GPM induction motor is available up to 1,500 HP.  Large AC—GPM motors are available in stock ratings of 2150—1,000 
HP, 2300/4000 Volt, Totally Enclosed FanCooled (TEFC), foot mounted designs.  Custom motors are available in 250—1,500 
HP, 460, 575, 2300/400 Volt, TEFC, in foot mounted designs.  The GPM product line of Large AC motors fits various industrial 
applications including pumps, fan conveyors and compressors requiring high torque. 

 
 
Stock GPM motor features include all cast iron construction, drive end slinger, insulated opposite 
drive end bearing, winding RTDs, space heaters, provisions for bearing RTDs and a ground lug in 
the conduit box. 
 
 

The entire product line is suitable for use on variable frequency drives.    For more information, call:  479-646-4711 
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LARGE AC-GPM INDUCTION MOTOR 

www.baldor.com 

 

 

 

 

 

Eriez, PA—Eriez , introduces a new brochure that  showcases the extensive variety of magnetic separa-
tion, metal detection and material handling equipment the company offers to improve efficiency, 
purity and profitability in plastics and rubber industry applications. “Equipment for the Plastics & 
Rubber Industry” is now available free from Eriez in both downloadable and hard copy format.  
 
The six-page, full-color piece organizes products into three equipment classifications:  
 
          Magnetic Separators, Metal Detectors & Separators and Vibratory Feeders, Screeners & Conveyors.  
 
Along with a comprehensive overview of each line, the brochure spotlights specific products avail-
able in each category. Full descriptions and photos are presented for each featured item.  
 
“Equipment for the Plastics & Rubber Industry” includes a helpful flowchart, which illustrates the various locations where Eriez 
separation equipment should be located throughout a typical plastics processing operation to effectively protect against all types 
of metal contamination. The full-page flowchart covers each stage of the process—from unloading resin to final packaging. 
 
For more information on Eriez’ broad array quality products for the plastics and rubber industry and to immediately 
download the “Equipment for the Plastics & Rubber Industry” brochure, visit http://www.eriez.com/Markets/Index/
Plastics.   To obtain a printed copy of the literature, contact Eriez and request brochure B-43. 

      ERIEZ® BROCHURE FOR  

PLASTICS & RUBBER INDUSTRY 

Interested in CEMA Membership?  Contact—Kimberly MacLaren, 239-260-8406, kim@cemanet.org 

www.eriez.com 

PRODUCT LINE INTRODUCE! 

http://www.baldor.com
http://www.eriez.com/Markets/Index/Plastics
http://www.eriez.com
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Kalamazoo, MI, July 9, 2014— Hapman a global manufacturer of bulk material handling equipment and maker of the Helix Flexible 
Screw Conveyor, announces the expansion of its already comprehensive line of in-stock and custom designed flexible screw con-
veyors with the Helix 800. The newly released Helix is the largest of the flexible screw conveyors, moving up to 30 ft3/min. and 
includes a 20 cubic foot integral hopper. The new conveying system is engineered and manufactured exclusively by Hapman and 
is one of the largest flexible screw conveyors in the industry. The conveyor and integral hopper offer processors high volume 
material movement coupled with minimal downtime for material refill.  
 
“The Helix 800 is designed for processors in chemical, pharmaceutical, nutraceutical, plastics, wastewater, food, and any other 
industry where powders, crystals, granules, flakes, or pellet material is needed to move in large mass,” explains Mike Zeluff, 
Hapman Product Manager. The Helix 800 improves a producer’s throughput by including a large storage hopper with the con-
veyor. The hopper consistently and evenly feeds the conveyor, providing optimum flow and output from the conveyor to the 
main process. The extended hopper size also provides a storage-like environment where raw material can be in a preprocessing 
stage and operators are not committed to continually feeding the large conveyor.  
 
The evaluation and purchase of the Helix model 800 begins with a free analysis of material flow and a budget proposal. “The 

material test provides our customers with a risk-free purchase. They already know before the equipment is installed on their 

plant floor how the material will behave in the hopper and in the conveyor, and any flow issues have already been addressed 

before purchase. This analysis is especially critical when using large volume conveyor hoppers. The analysis can determine if any 

flow aid devices may be required to ensure proper flow as the level in the hopper decreases,” explains Mike Zeluff, Hapman 

Product Manager.  

To schedule a free material test and budget proposal on the Helix 800 or any other Helix Flexible Screw Conveyor model, visit 

http://www.hapman.com/resources/material-test, call 800-427-6260 or e-mail Mike Zeluff at mzeluff@hapman.com. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.martin-eng.com 

NEW EXPANDED SIZE OF THE HE-
LIX® FLEXIBLE SCREW CONVEYOR! 

www.hapman.com 

INNOVATIVE DUST CONTAINMENT    

IMPROVES SAFETY! 

Neponset, IL, July 7, 2014— Martin Engineering announced they were contacted by Orlando Utilities Commission -
Stanton Energy Center (SEC) to review their conveyor system for SEC to plan their upgrades to their system.  The Martin 
Engineering team started by looking at the areas which could benefit most from new containment technology on their 36-
inch conveyor.  Martin Engineering supplied and installed a number of upgraded components, including Double Apron 
Seal™ Skirting, which employs two wear surfaces on a single elastomer sealing strip installed along the bottom of the skirt-
board in the loading zone.  When the bottom side of the sealing strip is worn, it can be inverted to deliver a second service 
life.  Next, Marting Engineering technicians installed an impact cradle to better absorb the force of the falling material and 
protect the belt and structure.  SEC’s  wanted to address their under performing dust collector as well because they new that 
technology had advanced since theirs was installed, so they  had the Martin Engineering team install a high-efficiency insert-
able air cleaner with an explosion-proof motor. Automatic, self-cleaning design employs filter elements approximately one-
eighth the size of conventional filter envelopes, allowing a significant reduction in the dust collector’s space require-
ments…...READ MORE                    

http://www.martin-eng.com/press-release
http://www.hapman.com
http://www.hapman.com/resources/material-test
http://www.martin-eng.com

